
NAME: Stretch and Snurf 

GENDER: males 

BIRTH DATE: April 3, 2022 

Meet these two bonded brothers! 

Snurf and Stretch were rescued in 

West Virginia. They are looking for a 

home that will keep them occupied 

and stimulated. Stretch and Snurf 

would be great with children and will 

do best in a very active house with 

no resident kitties and with/without 

dogs. Their new people will need to keep these guys active and exercised to 

prevent them from creating their own mischief.  

Stretch has more black spots on his head and body than Snurf. His left eye is a 

darker green color than his right eye. Stretch is calmer and quieter than Snurf. He 

likes watching out the windows for any movement in the grass and along the 

pavement. Stretch is more affectionate and wants to be with people. He has 

calmed down immensely in foster and now hardly makes a noise unless it is 

purring while he is being carried around and petted or yelling “hello” to his foster 

mom with “AHHoooo! AHHoooo!” at the door. He sneaks into the main house 

every chance he gets because he longs to be with people. 

Snurf: Snurf has more white spots on his head and body than Stretch. Snurf also 

won’t meow but will yell at other cats if he is annoyed with them or they are 

eating the food he wants (quite comical!). He has no manners with other cats and 

his energy level can stress them out. Their foster suspects Snurf may also have the 

same scrappy fearlessness with dogs, so it is recommended that if Snurf and 

Stretch are adopted to a house with a dog that it has a low prey drive and high 

tolerance for feline antics.  

Snurf and Stretch have been vaccinated against rabies and distemper, neutered, 

and microchipped. They both tested negative for FIV and FeLV. They are eating 

Fancy Feast classic pate and Purina One sensitive stomach & skin in foster. 


